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Abstract---This paper presents different technique for Hand 

Gesture Recognition and based on recognition process 

interact with different computer application and also provide 

best approach for Human Computer Interface. Today many 

researeachers in industry is working on different proposal to 

provide facilitate to user without any wearing and extra 

device. In this paper we discuss different five techniques for 

hand recognition like Hand recognition and color detection 

technique, Nearest Neighbor Classifier, Black-white 

method, Static Hand gesture recognition system and 

Dynamic hand gesture recognition system and compare all 

of this method and then differentiate which method is best 

for hand recognition. Discuss flow or process of the hand 

recognition and which one is efficiently track the hand 

whenever it initially display on screen. 

Keywords:- Image matching, Image recognition, Hand 

Recognition and Color Detection Technique, Nearest 

Neighbor Classifier, Black-white method, Static Hand 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Image processing is a deal with pictorial information for 

human interpretation and examine. Image processing is 

often viewed as arbitrarily manipulating an image to achieve 

an aesthetic standard or to support a preferred reality. 

However, image processing is more accurately defined as a 

means of translation between the human visual system and 

digital imaging devices. Low level image processing is 

using little knowledge about image content like input and 

output rectangular matrices. Then compression, noise 

filtering, edge extraction, image sharpening. High-level 

image understanding tries to imitate human cognition and 

ability to make decisions based on knowledge of the image 

content and goals and AI methods. Digital image processing 

enables the enhancement of visibility for detail in images 

using algorithms that apply arithmetic and statistical 

procedures to stored pixel values, instead of the classical 

darkroom manipulations for filtration of time-dependent 

voltages necessary for analog images and video signals. 

Even though many image processing algorithms are 

extremely powerful, the average user often applies 

operations to digital images without concern for the 

underlying principles behind these manipulations. The 

images that result from careless manipulation are often 

severely degraded or otherwise compromised with respect to 

those that could be produced if the power and versatility of 

the digital processing software were correctly utilized. 

Processing of image is a signal or image processing 

for which input is an image such as photo or video frame the 

output of image processing may be either a set of 

characteristics or parameters related to the image or image. 

Before going to processing an image, it is converted into a 

digital form. Digital form means o or 1’s data. After 

converting the image into bit information, processing is 

performed. This processing technique like Image 

enhancement, Image restoration, Image compression, Image 

recognition, Image segmentation and Image color 

processing. 

II. DISCUSS RELATED SUBAREA OF RELATED METHOD 

A. Image Matching: We define image matching or image 

comparison as a “comparing two image” as finding 

differences or similarities between two images. Differences 

of two images are may be quantitative or qualitative. 

Comparing images may be useful if finding differences or 

similarities is relevant to the problem being analyzed. 

B. Image Segmentation: Is the process of dividing an image 

into multiple parts. This is used to identify objects or other 

relevant information or data in digital images. There are 

many different ways to perform image segmentation, 

including: Thresholding methods, clustering methods, 

transform methods. 

A good segmentation is typically one in which: 

 Pixels in the same category have similar grayscale of 

multivariate values and form a connected region,  

 Neighboring pixels which are in different categories 

have dissimilar values. 

Segmentation is often the critical step in image 

analysis: the point at which we move from considering each 

pixel as a unit of observation to working with objects (or 

parts of objects) in the image, composed of many pixels. If 

segmentation is done well then all other stages in image 

analysis are made simpler. But, as we shall see, success is 

often only partial when automatic segmentation algorithms 

are used. However, manual intervention can usually 

overcome these problems, and by this stage the computer 

should already have done most of the work. 

C. Image Recognition: Technologies strive to identify 

objects, people, buildings, places, logos, and anything else 

that has value to consumers and enterprises. Image 

recognition has the potential to transform a picture into a 

hyperlink to something on the Internet (for example, 

information, service, coupon or video). In addition, image 

recognition has applications in security and content 

management. Our definition of image recognition does not 

include video analytics or video search, although video 

analysis frequently incorporates image recognition 

technologies.  

The object recognition problem can be defined as a 

labeling problem based on models of known objects. 

Formally, given an image containing one or more objects of 

interest (and background) and a set of labels corresponding 

to a set of models known to the system, the system should 

assign correct labels to regions, or a set of regions, in the 

image. The object recognition problem is closely tied to the 

segmentation problem: without at least a partial recognition 

of objects, segmentation cannot be done, and without 

segmentation, object recognition is not possible. 
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III. MODEL OF HAND GESTURE  

An important stage in recognition process is how to model 

the hand in a manner that makes postures or gestures 

understandable as an interface in HCI [4]. For modeling the 

hand, kinematic structure of the hand deemed as the base for 

modeling techniques [5]. There are two types of gesture 

modeling as classified in [4] spatial and temporal modeling. 

Spatial modeling consider the characteristic of posture 

(gesture’s shape) in the environment of HCI applications 

[4], 

whereas temporal modeling relates the dynamic 

characteristic of the hand gesture (refers to gesture’s 

motion) in the environments [4]. Hand modeling in spatial 

domain can be 

Implemented in 2D and 3D space [12][3]. 

 

Fig. 1: hand modeling 

2D hand modeling can be represented by shape, 

motion, and Deformable templates [12]. Shape can be 

categorized into geometric models [3], and non-geometric 

models[3]. Geometric models deals with location and 

position features of fingertips, and palm features [3], while 

the non-geometric models use other shape features to 

models the hand such as the color [1], silhouette and 

textures [1], contour [5][12], edges [11], image moments 

[12], and eigenvectors [12], some of these features are used 

in features extraction and analysis as well [12]. Deformable 

templates or flexible models provide a flexibility level of 

changing the shape of the object to allow for little variation 

in the hand shape [12]. Image motion based model can be 

achieved with respect to color cues to track the hand, color 

markers are used or tracking and estimating fingers position 

to model the hand shape. The hand shape in 3D [5] can also 

represented using 3D model of the hand [3][12], and can be 

categorized into volumetric, skeletal, and geometrical 

models [3][5][12]. Volumetric models are complex, 

computations required [9], and use a lot of parameters to 

represent hand shape [12], skeletal models on the other hand 

required less parameters to structure hand shape [3][12]. 

Geometrical models used widely for hand animation and 

real applications. The geometric surfaces efficiently 

simulate visual hand image but a lot of parameters are 

required besides it considered as time and speed consuming 

process [3][12]. An alternative option is to use geometric 

forms to approach the visual shape such as cylinders and 

ellipsoids [3][5][12]. 

IV. HAND RECOGNITION AND COLOUR TAPE DETECTION 

METHOD 

The first step of this method is to separate the potential hand 

pixels from the non-hand pixels. This can be done by 

background subtraction scheme which segments any 

potential foreground hand information from the non-

changing background scene. At the system startup, a pair of 

background images is captured to represent the static 

workspace from camera view. Subsequent frames then use 

the appropriate background image to segment out moving 

foreground data. [8] 
After background subtraction, the process of skin 

segmentation is done. Here, a histogram-based skin 

classifier assigns each of the RGB pixels in the training set 

to either a 3D skin histogram or non-skin histogram. Given 

these histograms, the probability is computed that a given 

RGB color belongs to the skin or non-skin classes. [8] 

The skin segmentation process outputs an image 

which is ready for detection of color tapes in the finger. For 

this an algorithm based on HSV color space is used which is 

very effective to select a certain color out of an image. The 

idea is to convert the RGB pixels into the HSV color plane, 

so that it is less affected to variations in shades of similar 

color. Then, a tolerance mask is used over the converted 

image in the saturation and hue plane. The resulting binary 

image is then run through a convolution phase to reduce the 

noise introduced. [10] 

A. Application: This technology or method can be used in 

robotics, gaming and developing systems which could 

understand human behavior based on their way of 

interaction. 

B. Advantage Of This Method: This method has a greater 

efficiency over all other methods used earlier in this regard, 

where bare finger tips are used. This completely 

distinguishes the finger tip from the rest part of the hand. 

This distinction makes the colour detection algorithm [3] 

detect the tip quite easily and map it for cursor movement. 

Thus, the complexity of computation is reduced and overall 

results are improved. 

C. Disadvantage Of This Method: Finger tip detection 

algorithms are not much effective as the colour of the tip of 

the finger cannot be differentiated from the colour of hand. 

This requires use of complex algorithms. To avoid such 

complex algorithms and make our system quick enough for 

real time computation. 

V. NEAREST NEIGHBOUR SEARCH ALGORITHAM FOR 

GENERIC OBJECT RECOGNITION 

Ferid Bajramovic et al. [6] proposed a set of thinning 

methods and query structures for k-NN which are 

appropriate for reducing the memory requirements and/or 

time incurred for classification of generic object recognition. 

A. Nerest Neighbour Clasiifier: The k nearest neighbors 

(K-NN) classifier needs a labeled training data set{X, Y} = 

{(X1, Y1)… (Xn, Yn)} This consists of d dimensional 

feature vectors xi and their class labels yi. In order to 

classify a new feature vector x for k =1, it locates the closest 

element xi  in X and assigns the label yi to x. The 
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misclassification error of the 1-NN classifier converges (for 

n to ∞) to at most twice the Bayes-optimal error [7]. 

For  k > 1, find the k nearest neighbors 

((Xi1),…….(Xik)) of x in X. Then carry out a voting 

amongst the class labels  ((yi1),…….(yik)) of those found 

neighbors. The classic rule is to choose the class with the 

most number of votes within the set of neighbors, ties can be 

broken arbitrarily.  

In the above case i.e., k > 1, the asymptotic (for n 

to ∞) misclassification error of the k-NN classifier is as low 

as the Bayes-optimal error [7]. A rejection rule can be 

included to enhance the voting mechanism. There are a 

number of possibilities: reject ties, reject if majority is too 

small, reject if not all neighbors are in the same class 

(unanimous voting). Universally when a strict voting 

mechanism is employed the higher the chances of rejection 

and lower the misclassification rate. 

B. Advantage Of K-Nn: This algorithm use for recognition 

which takes the input image and recognizes the class from 

which it belongs. Output the function return integer value 

which indicates from which gesture the image matching. 

C. Limitation Of K-Nn: The Present method is less roust in 

recognition phase. Robustness of the application can be 

increased by applying some more robust algorithm to reduce 

noise and blur motion. 

VI. BLACK-WHITE METHOD 

To the cluttered background the Black-White (BW) method 

attempts to be invariant. Additional training images can be 

produced to defeat the problem of cluttered images; the 

original background can be replaced with all probable 

backgrounds. The number of all such images is vast; for that 

reason Roobaert [9] recommends a data selection approach, 

so called pedagogical learning. They put forwards that only 

extreme values can be taken as the background values. In 

fact this means that the training set contains objects pasted 

onto a white and black background. With the purpose of 

distinctiveness between the known objects and other parts of 

the scene a new class with the name ―non-object‖ is set up. 

As a matter of fact all images that do not correspond to the 

known object belong to the non-object class. Producing a 

representative non object image set is a complicated task 

and regrettably very vital for suitable classification. The 

outcome of an inappropriate training set of the non-object 

class is a huge number of fake positives. It can be known 

from this that the method identifies the known objects at the 

places in the image where there is a background. 

VII. STATIC HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

As depicted in Fig. 2, the system camera initially captures a 

frame every second. In order to determine the hand gesture, 

skin segmentation is performed looking for skin-like 

regions. Since RGB color domain is found to be unhelpful in 

achieving effective skin segmentation, image is initially 

converted to YCbCr domain. Even though YCbCr domain 

facilitates the skin segmentation process, it always results in 

noisy spots due to lighting variations.[2]  

 

Fig. 2: flow of static hand gesture recognition system 

As can be seen from Fig. 3, gestures will 

accompany skin like regions with cluttered backgrounds. 

This distortion, as expected, becomes more pronounced in 

low lighting conditions. As a result, the skin-segmented 

image is noisy and distorted and will likely result in 

incorrect recognition at the subsequent stages.  

These distortions, however, can be removed during 

the gesture normal- ization stage which would use well-

known morphological filter- ing technique using erosion 

combined with dilation. The output of this stage is a smooth 

region of the hand gesture, which is stored as a logical 

bitmap image. [2] 

 

Fig. 3: Noisy image after skin segmentation and smoothed image 

VIII. DYNAMIC GESTURE RECOGNITION 

The dynamic gesture recognition system discussed here is 

quite similar to the static gesture recognition system. 

However, it differs from the static system by following 

aspects:[2] 

 Handling new images every 100 milliseconds opposed 

to 1 s in a static gesture system 

 The system gesture routine is initiated by finding a start 

gesture and completed when stop image is detected 

 Any unintentional gestures not preceded by start are 

rejected 

 Easily implementable in a smart phone equipped with a 

camera. 

 Supports bare arm regions without any long-sleeved 

garments 

 Dynamic gesture recognition also minimizes the 

problems associated with hand movements in static 

hand gesture recognition systems 

 

Fig 4: Dynamic hand gesture recognition flow 

Apart from the above aspects, the initial processing 

of cap- tured images remains the same as described in 

above. A flow chart of the implementation steps of the 

system is depicted in Fig. 4. The flow of the actions can be 

highlighted as follows: when the system starts, the camera 

Take hand image 
Skin Detection 
Hand Region Extrcracted 

Hu moment 
Gesture Recognition 
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captures an image every 100 ms. Then this image is 

converted to YCbCr domain and undergoes skin 

segmentation. Since the image obtained from the skin 

segmentation step is noisy, morphological filtering is 

performed and the result undergoes a threshold filter to 

remove ‘non-skin’ components. The major advantage of this 

approach is that the influence of luminosity can be removed 

during the conversion process, making the segmentation less 

dependent on the lightning conditions, which has always 

been a critical obstacle for image recognition. The threshold 

values will be obtained from a data- base. A number of 

sample points that represent skin patches and non-skin 

patches are then obtained. 

IX. HAND GESTURE CHALLENGES 

Hand gesture recognition system confronts many challenges 

as addressed in [1], these challenges are: Variation of 

illumination conditions; where any change in the lighting 

condition affects badly on the extracted hand skin region 

[2]. Rotation problem: this problem arises when the hand 

region rotated in any direction in the scene [4]. Background 

problem; refers to the complex background where there is 

other objects in the scene with the hand objects  and these 

objects might contain skin like color which would produce 

misclassification problem. Scale problem; this problem 

appears when the hand poses have different sizes in the 

gesture image [5]. Finally, Translation problem; the 

variation of hand positions in different images also leads to 

erroneous representation of the features . 

X. CONCLUSION 

In this study we try to conclude that which methods is 

efficient for object or we can say hand recognition and 

based on the recognition we can interact with the different 

computer application base on the hand movement or gesture. 

In this paper we discuss different methods for hand 

recognition like Hand recognition and color detection 

technique, Nearest Neighbor Classifier, Black-white 

method, Static Hand gesture recognition system and 

Dynamic hand gesture recognition system. Based on all of 

this methods Static and Dynamic Hand Recognition System 

is best compare to all methods because using this system we 

can easily track the hand when it is initially display on the 

screen then system capture the region of interest. Dynamic 

system Cleary identifies starts and stop function in real time. 
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